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Annual Repart 1993

1.0 lntroduction.

Rawcliffe Meadows has now been under ihe management of local conservationists for

3 years. ln that iime, a great deal of effort has been put into the management of

na-Uitats on the site. Much of this work has been done by volunteers, from the Friends

of Rawcliffe Meadows, BTCV and others. The results of this work are now becoming

clear. ln the meacjow itself, wildflower species are flourishing in areas once dominated

by rank stands of thisiles and nettles. The maturation of the pond and its

embankments has seen a host of new invertebrates appear at the site. The display of

colour in the pond area during spring and summer of 1993 was outstanding. We iully

expect this to be surpassed in 1994 and succeeding seasons. New planting of shrubs

and trees has been successful to a large degree. As these mature in decades to

come, the diversity of the site will increase still further. While there is plenty of vrork

left to do, and our ongoing commitment to the management of the meadows must be

met, there is no doubt that much has already been achieved. The following pages,

which describe the annual catalogue of wildlife recorded at the meadows demonstraie

how important the site has become for naiure conservation. ln addition, this report

contains details of the practical conservation measures needed in order to improve the

situation still further. Finally, details of the improvements in visitor provision are

included, together with ideas for making the Park even more attractive to people.

2.0 Wildlife Notes

2 1 Birds.

Summer migrants were perhaps less evident this year: there were no Sedge

Warblers, and although Willow Warblers and Lesser Whitethroats held territory there

was no indication of breeding. One or two pairs of Blackcaps probably bred, and there

were three pairs of Whitethroats (one at the edge of the pond compound).
Resident birds began using the nesting boxes, including several pairs of Blue and

Great Tits, and three pairs of Tree Sparrows.
yellowhammer, Reed Bunting, Linnet, Gotdfinch and Meadow Pipit were all present

throughout the breeding season. The thicker hedgerows and the reservoir basin are

important habitats for these species.
Regular visitors throughout the year included Sparrow-hawk. Great Spotted

Woodpecker, Bullfinch and Long Taited Tit.

Although we would like to think of Rawcliffe Meadows as a safe haven for those birds

which &n coexist with the hustle and bustle of human visitors, a dead Sparrow-hawk -

shot with an air rifle - was a reminder that we still have to be vigilant against mindless

hooliganism. On a happier note, a pair of Kestrels bred successfully in a tree on the

edgJof the Park, raising up to four young. Much hunting took place around the pond,

and we suspect frogs may have provided an important source of food.



October saw a peak in bird activity, with a handful of outgoing migrants - Chiffchaffs
and Blackcaps - passing through at the same time as incoming Redwings and
continental Blackbirds arrived to feed on the haw crop. Towards the end of the month,
Fieldfares appeared in good numbers, and there were up to 25 Snipe in the flood
reservoir. Two or three Jays - an unusual sight on the lngs - spent much of the month
gorging ihemselves on acorns.
A Kingfisher visiied the pond most days during the autumn, and took readily to the
posis specially provided for itl This particularly confrding individual is well known to
regular visitors, and on occasion provided excellent views while it hovered over the
pond and plunged for sticklebacks. On some evenrngs a lone Heron was seen
dropping in to roost by the pond after dusk.

A single Jack Snipe y/as feeding at the pond on Halioween, and thereafter one or two
were flushed from the flooo reservoir on several occasions. This elusive wader is

rarely seen, and appears to have declined drastically over the iast decade. Numbers
of its commoner relative peaked at 35 on 23rd December. Although many bird-
watchers may assume Rawcliffe Meadows is too disturbed to be worth regular
attention, a half-hour visit on 27th December produced Sparrow-hawk, Snipe, Jack
Snipe, Kingfisher, Siskin and three Corn Buntings. quite a respectable tally for an area
on the outskirts of the city!

2.2 Mammals.

No new mammal species were recorded fronr within the Park this year. ln the vicinity,
however, there was a report of a single Roe Deer on Clifton lngs early one spring
morning, and an important bat roost has been located under Clitton Bridge. This is

where the Noctule bats come from which feed over the meadows on summer
evenings, and there is also a small population of Daubenton's bats, This small "water
bat" may be amongst those often seen flitting along Blue Beck.
There were fewer records of the resident small mammals this year: these are
Common Shrew, Pygmy Shrew, Wood Mouse, Short-iailed Vole and Bank Vole. This
may be simply because grass growth was so dense that activity was less
conspicuous. Grey Squirrel and Mole continue to be much in evidence, and Fox and
Weasel were seen on occasion. There is now littte or no evidence of Rabbits, perhaps
due to increased human and canine disturbance.
Water Voles were seen once or twice on Blue Beck, indicating that this attractive but
increasingly rare mammal still lives here. This is one of two or three populations left in
the York area, and a proper assessment of its conservation would be welcome.

2.3 Amphibians.

Frogs bred en masse in the pond, with literally thousands of froglets emerging
through the summer. Toads have also been introduced successfully, but just for the
frog poputation alone this must be one of the most important amphibian sites in York.
ln 1992 a handful of immature Greater Crested Newt were released in the pond as
pafi of a rescue operation, from a small pond at Rawcliffe Manor which was being built
over, None were seen in 1993, and although the small numbers involved mean the
chances of establishment were always slim, this is a largely nocturnal animal and
really needs to be searched for after dusk.
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There had been some concern about the presence of sticklebacks in the pond, as

these are voracious predators on frog tadpoles and newt larvae. However the

population seemed to be much smaller this year and the fish clearly did little to inhibit

the breeding success of frogs.
It seems probabte that in a healthy, well vegetated pond both amphibians and natural

populations of small fish can coexist, so long as the fish population is not artificially

augmented.

2.4 lnvertebrates.

'1993 was generally agreed to be an abysmal year for butterflies. Dry sunny days were

few and far between and high autumnal rainfall in 1992 and again this year will have

resulted in high mortality rates amongst hibernating larvae, pupae and adults.

ln spring Orange Tips were as plentiful as ever, there were a few sightings of

Brimstones, and one or two wandering Holly Blues. Later in the season, however,

even the regular Common Blues and Meadow Browns were scarce: even ubiquitous

species like Peacock, Small Tortoise and Green-veined White were far from

numerous. Small Copper was noted only once; Wall, Ringlet and Small Skipper were

either very occasional or absent.

Despite the unsuitable weather, dragonfly populations continue to prosper. This year

Common Blue Damselfly and Azure Damselfly (a new site record) urere observed

mating at the pond, and Blue-tailed Damselfly and Common Darter emergeci again in
good number-s. Banded Demoiselles were noted on a few days in early summer, and

later on we had occasional visits from Brown Hawker and Southern Hawker. As in
1992, there were unconflrmed sightings of Emporer Dragonfly.

Several new land molluscs were recorded in May, though all are wide-spread and

common species. White-lipped snail (CeBa hortensis) was found in the copse, and

amber snait (Succinea putris) in tussock grass near the pond. The wetland species

Oxyloma pfeifferi continues to be found in abundance in the flood reservoir. The

following slugs were recorded from log piles near the pond: Arion intermedius, A.

hortensis agg., A. fasciatus agg., and A. subfuscus.
The nationaily rare Tansy teaf Beetle (eXrysalina graminis) was found by the pond

(one copulating pair), which potentially represents a third population on site. Rawcliffe

Meadows is erridently an important station for this striking insect, which has its
stronghold in the Ouse corridor. Planting of tansy around the pond is intended to

encourage this species, which is confined to waterside habitais.

2.5 Wildflowers.

ln general, grassland wildflowers were rather disappointing after the resurgence seen

in 1ggZ. Humid weather stimulated very high rates of grass growth, suppressing

flowering by many herbs: only a handful of pepper saxifrage plants were in flower this

Summer, for example, compared to twenty of so in the previous Season.

One interesting find was a couple of clumps of wood anemone in a particularly rank

section of the hay meadow. Wood anemone does grow proliflcally on part of Clifton

lngs (near the riverbank), and its presence suggests (a) that the site would originatly

have been wooded some centuries ago; and (b) that it has not been ploughed up in its

subsequent history.



lronically, the flood reservoir provided some of the best displays of wildflowers despite
the lack of management. A pink ribbon of ragged robin covered one corner of the
basin, in the lee of the hawthorn bushes, and there were numerous plants cf meadow
rue in the same vicinity. Both of these would have been familiar and widespread
twenty or thirty years ago, but are now fast declining and localised. Sedges also
continue to thrive in the wet, heavy soil of the reservoir, with brown sedge (Carex
disleha) added to the list.
The ptant life of the pond has been largeiy introduced from local wetlands, but ii is
pleasing to note that attractive species srich as flowering rush, narrow-leaved waier-
plantain and pond water crowfoot have established themselves.

We still find from time to time thai people are surreptitiously introducing surplus plants
from garden ponds. Please don't l!! lt is important that we establish locally native
vegetation, not potential invasive aliens. We already have to rake out mais of Elodea
twice a year, and we found plantlets of the highly invasive water fern Azolla amongst
dumped bulrush plants this summer.

A few new plants were added to the site list, but these were largely opportunist weeds
tike the Canadian fleabane which sprouted in the New Meadow. Monkey-flower
(Mimulus guttatug), of unknown origin, also appeared in the New Meadow, which is
favourably damp.

A national expert has identified the row of towering willows by Blue Beck as Salix alba
var. vitellina. These are a striking landscape feature, with fiery orange fwig colour in
winter: the'golden willow' [s a natural variety, though these trees are undoubtedly of
planted origin. Willows at the northern end of the Park are the more typical white
willow S. alba.

The flora of the floodbank shows signs of impoverishment, with two previously
recorded species - blue fleabane and bristly ox-tongue - absent this year. The locally-
rare lady's mantle Alchemilla _xanthochlora was found again, but in reduced
abundance.

As vegetation cover increased on the landscaped areas near the pond, last years
bizarre display of flax, fennel, opium poppy, sunflowers and millet failed to reappear.
We suspect these may have originated from someone spreading bird seed.

NOTE: Further details of the wildlife at Rawcliffe Meadows can be found in the
Ecological Report, available from the Greater York Countryside Project ( to obtain a
copy please enclose f 1:00 and an ,A4 SAE).

3.0 . Habitat Management

3.1 _ Grassland Managemqnt.

The grassland areas support a number of wild plants characteristic of old flood
meadows, such as great bumet, pepper saxifrage and meadow barley. This indicates
that, for much of its history, the site has been managed as a traditional hay meadow,
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similar to nearby Clifton lngs. More recently, however, there has been a period of

neglect and over grazing, with the result that most wildflowers are now much less

abundant than they once would have been, and coarse grasses dominate the sward.

Since the establishment of the Local Nature Park, one of our main aims has ben to

restore the meadowland to its former richness. The diverse and colourful vegetation of

traditional meadows is maintained by a cycle of agricultural management invoiving hay

cropping and seasonal grazing. On the Yorkshire Ings, for example, hay is cui in early

July eaJn year, then sheep or cattte are grazed on the regrowth from late summer until

the floods begin.

At Rawcliffe we reintroduced haymaking in 1991. This produced dramatic results at

first, with the tussock grasses and thistle beds receding and several wiidflower

species flowering for the first time in many years. Unfortunately however, coarse

grasses still dominate the sward, and this was particularly noticeable during 1993

when weather conditions favoured lush growth.

Seasonal grazing performs several important functions in meadow management. Most

notably, browsing cattle keep the grass growth short after the hay cut, allowing light to

reach the slower growing herbs and more delicate grasses. Grazing also creates

many more opportunities for wildflower seed to become embedded in the soil and

germinate successiully; this is why buitercup meadows are almost always grazed for

part of the year.

Naturally, excessive grazing can cause probtems, especially in damp conditions.

Having tonsulted fngiisfr Nature and other experts, we would consider the optirnum

grazin! level at Rawctife Meadows to be around a dozen bullocks from late July to

bctober, dependent on weather conditions. A brief period of spring grazing is also

considered desirable for a few years to hold back grass growth. We hope to

reintroduce seasonal grazing to the local nature park during 1994, as an essential part

of our programme to recreate a wildlife-rich grassland habitat.

3.2 New wildflower areas'

Three new wildflower areas have been created ai Rawcliffe Meadows, using carefully

selected mixtures of grasses and locally-native wildflowers.

The largest area is the'funnel'overlooking the pond. This was sown in autumn 1991,

and has been very carefully managed to create optimum conditions. Contrary to what

is suggested in seed merchants' brochures, creating a new wildflower grassland is far

trom iiraightforward, especialty on a site like ours where the soil is naturally very

fertile. A precondition for successful establishment of wildflowers is that the grass

must be kept as short as possible for the flrst year or two, and the cuttings must be

raked away after each cut to remove excess nutrients.
After all the hard work involved during the first two years, our efforts were rewarded

with a spectacular, flower-filled'hillside'in summer 1993. Ox-eye daisy, sorrel, red

clover and yarrow grew in abundance, interspaced with patches of knapweed and

quaking grass (introduced as plants). At the same time a variety of vetches,

speedwetis and cranesbills have colonised of their own accord. Over ihe next few
years this area should increasingty blend in with its surroundings and take on a more
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natural appearance. Creating an open flowery sward has also provided a wonderful

habitat for insects and their predators (such as shrews and frogs)'

Verges at the northern end of the Park were sown with a simple wildflower and grass

mixture in summer 1992, to cover diSturbed topsoil. This was, of necessity, a more

rough and ready opeiation but the. results have been pleasing nonetheless' Autumn

and spring mowin-d *ill- b- essential here to prevent couch grass and thistles from

taking over again.

A rather different approach has been adopted in the creation of our 'New Meadow''

This is a rectangular field enclosed by hedgerows near the gate onto clifton lngs'

Here we wanted to establish a more naturat meadow, using local seed rather than

commercially produced mixtures. This was achieved by clearing a.nd rotavating the

prot in summer rggelhen spreading a bareof hay harvested from clifton lngs (a large

hay bale contains up to half a million seeds!)'

Although this is quite an experimental technique, the results so far have been

excellent. The plot greened over within a few weeks, and though annual weeds such

as sowthistle have 6een a minor problem, invasive perennial weeds have been easy

to control. Predictably, much of the first season's growth was of grasses such as soft

brome, yorkshire igg ;nJ perennial rye-grass, thou-gh ribwort, sorrel, black medick and

red clover also app"eared'in aOundance. More unusual species flowering in sumrner

1993 included meadow barley, meadow fescue and plentiful brooklime' Hand-

collected seed of meadow buttercup and Ereater birds-foot trefoit was also sown in

summer 1992 and seedlings of both appeared to be widespread this year'

A small plot within the nei meadow wis scattered with hay cut from a thre+'year-old

artificial wildflower sward, This provided a useful comparison of the resulting diversity'

ox-eye daisy and yellow rattle appeared in this area, but fewer wild grasses'

ln summer 1gg3, lr*r" hand collected seed from the local lngs was trodden into the

bare patcnes or'giounJ. fni. is hoped to introduce species such as great burnet 
'

ragged robin, meadow-rue and bistort'

The initial work on the new meadow was generously funded with a grant from Ryedale

District council. Annual management will consist of a hay cut, plus one additional

autumn cut, or grazing.

Habitat creation is arso being undertaken in a smail triangurar meadow behind the

floodbank at the southem end of the site. ln previous years we have attempted to

keep this plot regularly mown to suppress ragwort, and have tried introducing plants of

ox-eye daisy and knapweed. These efforts have proved largely unsuccessful and we

recenily discovered that there are rarge amounts of builders rubbish buried just under

the surface. (we suspect this used-to be a storage site,for-machinery during the

construction of the floodbank). As a result we atranged fo1 ft":l'. soil from a local

development site to be spread over the fietd to a depth of 0.5m. This was carried out

in autumn 1993 and will be used as a seed-bed for reseeding in spring 1994' This

area will require .utting and weeding as neegssary during the course of this year'

3.3 The floodbank.

The floodbank forms the spine of the Local Nature Park, but we do not have direct

control over its *rn"g"*ent. Parts of the floodbank are rich in wildflowers, as well as
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supporr(ing butterflies like Meadow Brown and Common Blue. Other sections are
dominated by invasive weeds such as docks, ragwort and creeping thistle, which mar
the quality of the hay cut. Moreover, the concentration of invasive perennial weeds on
the floodbank creates a reservoir from which these species can re-invade the open
meadows. (Ragwort is a particular problem as it can be deadly poisonous to cattle in
hay, and too many docks and thistles can greatly reduce the commercial value of
hay).
In 1993, the floodbank was cut in late summer and the mowings left to rot in siiu. If
this practice is continued, it will lead to a rapid deterioraiion in the flora of the richer
areas, as well as exacerbating the present weed problem.
Proper management of ihe floodbank should consist of mowing the slopes as part of
the annual hay crop. Weed-infested areas should be repeatedly mown and raked, with
manual removal of dock, ragwort and creeping thistle plants whenever possible.

Unfortunately this would be a labour intensive task, which we are unable to commit
ourselves to at present, withoui outside assistance.
lmproving the floodbank is one of the reasons we are urgently seeking sponsorship of
a seasonal warden for Rawcliffe Meadows.

3.4 Hedgerow management.

We have an ongoing programme of laying sections of the hawthorn hedge along Blue
Beck. (Hedge-laying involves severing the old trunks to stimulate dense young growth
at the base, while the upright stems are woven between stakes to maintain a
protective barrier). Our aim rs to create a succession of different stages, from freshly-
layed regenerative growth to tall berry bearing shrubs.
As in previous years, a very careful and professional job has been done by the Briiish
Trust for Conservation Volunteers. Sections of the hedge layed in the previous two
winters are already covered in green shoots, which we hope will ailay some people's
concerns about the effect of this work. While the first fivo years work was funded by
the DoE's UK2000 awards scheme, in 1993 aid was provided by English Nature. This
winter we planted numerous sallow cuttings and honeysuckle plants among gaps in
the layed hedge to add rnore variety.

ln the copse, the new hawthorn and fleld maple boundary hedge has been extended.
Earlier planting has been hand weeded, and seems to be taking slowly but surely.

3,5 Tree and shrub planting.

Routine maintenance of planted trees and shrubs includes mulching and weeding
throughout the year.

Around the pond, planting has been extremely successful with around 90% survival
rate; some of the ash and dog rose whips planted in winter 1990-91 are now over 6
feet tall! Ash, wild roses, guelder rose, hazel and purging buckthorn have been the
most vigorous species, with hawthorn and blackthorn slower to take off. Some
additional planting has also taken place around the edges of the pond compound;
here we have introduced various willows propagated from cuttings taken from local
riverbanks last year.
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Plantinginthecopserrasjl,oTg':mixedSuccess,largelyduetocompetitionfrom
the existing unOerlrowth. Tall wnips of asn and field m'[te-have done well' but most

other species nr"x'JnLu,. #;Hti onrv a few specimens survived' rt mav be some

vears before sufficient shade existslo "pp'"" 
the rank undergrowth' creating more

i"d;i;'.onOiiion. for a scrub tayer to devetop.

lnwinter1992-93,weplantedupanovergrownplotbythebeckinthehopeof
creating a scrub n"iliiri for birds. iit'Ufi'f''ent has beln slow and rather patchy'

This is attributable to the rank growth of netfles, hogweed and Russian comfrey' which

soon swamps small saplings. f n futuie it ,,uV advis;ble to use more mature feathered

*n'pt tot planting, rather than small transplants'

rhe rarse nood reservo.ir lu', ?"ll .]::^:3T?:3:*,,J":"H: #:l"tirff 'J:f,:U:.:1ffi 
'lf 

?i'='".""ii'ilJff-#li,^r.::*^gt'^i"*n:n""if,l;T:f ilt?:T:;
:-"&'""3::T'Llo'="Ji;1rffi .:.',1ir;::ti:::"*:::'?^1"ff "f, :*,;,:B:JT::#:
ffii:"xH,'.'-"1 "rffi3 

"ifr]:r"r^"_g:T:"F 
marsn foxta*: these areas provide

i#llrtt"ri'','iint"ting [,bitat for the snipe flock'

tn the past we have discussed various ideas for enhancing the habitat in the flood

reservoir, by creating a varietv of *L-trunJi"utur"". unfortunately the disposar of any

excavated spoir remlins an oo.tr"tJi* oo*t ihe funding requiredl) We are presently

considering u= *oru modest scheme l;l;;;""; the breeding conditrons for Snipe'

Osier coPPicing.

A line of osiers (smallwillows) overhanging the northern end Blue Beck was coppiced

in Novernber. Coppicing involves cuttini iacx the bush to a short stump' in order to

produce " 
."grou"ti-, of iarrow steml'oi:poi"t Coppice potes can be harvested for a

variety of uses ,u.n ,, for pea sticks or rustic 
'"tuuning' 

Osiers'l:,^?:'ti"'larly useful

subjects ror coppici.g ul"Itie o1 ii"it opio growth' lnd were originally planted on

many watersides'to piovide.material for basket making'

Coppicing the Osiers will allow *otl fighi *t9 1n" snIOeO beck' and will also preveni

willow debris from clogging the .nrnX"i AdOitionat light will reach the beck bank'

encouraging a greater diversit, oi-pfantlife. - interestlng plants growing on banks

nearby include wild garlic, red campion. meadow rue and wood club-rush.

over the rast three years the Rawcliffe Meadows proiect has rea*y grown from being a

small-scal" ,"n"*Jt" *riliit;;fil: io'['i nist bountry Park' The site is used bv

hundreds of visitors throughou, ,n" i#,';; tnere is free access to all areas except

where fencing is necessary to prJt".i'new planting' tndeel' pY.bli" enjoyment of

attractive countryside on the edge of the city is as niucn the function of the park as

nature conservation. obviously thJsn"ir n,lrnber of visitors sets rimitations on how
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we manage the Park, but in the process i,.re hope to provide an opportunity to educate
people about the wildlife of the lngs, and about countryside management.
To this end, we have produced a colour leaflet (funded by the National P.ivers

Authority) which has been distributed to local libraries, council offices, etc. V/e
continue to hold guided walks during the summer, and involve a range of local
voluntary groups in our work. The Woodcraft Folk, and the York branch of PHAB have
provided us with welcome assistance during 1993.
Two notice boards explaining the site have been erected, and these provide up-to-
date details of the voluntary work. A number of wooden rcuted notices have also been
erected giving brief explanations of the work being carried out in various places, eg:

hedgelaying, the wildflower meadow etc.
As with every other voluntary group, we often find that a handfui of committed
volunteers have to catry out much of the routine work and organisation. Whtlst many
passers-by express interest and stop to chat, we cannot emphasise enough how
valuable a few more helping hands would bel Even if people can only help for haif an

hour, once a month, this would be more than welcome. Whilst absolutely no previous
experience is necessary, joining in does provide an ideal opportunity to learn about
the local countryside and wildlife. Any readers who are interested in getting involved
are welcome to contact Phil Gray at the Countryside Project (tel. York 612556 oflice
hours).

As we are almost entirely dependant on volunteers to look after the Park, we cannot
do everything we would like to, or implement some of the suggesiions made by

visitors. We would like to keep the verges of the cyclepath mown in summer, for
instance, provide more educational visits for school children, and tend the new
wildflower areas more regularly. Funding for a seasonal warden would aliow us to
catry out such activities, and we are purslting this at present.

5. Awards

Rawcliffe Meadows Local Nature Park was Senior Winner in the Community Section
of the Golden Sheaf Environmental Action awards sponsored by Ryedale District
Council and the Ryedale Mercury, receiving a wooden plaque and certificate. We also
received, for the second year running, a Certificate of Commendation from ihe Colonel
Sanders Environmental Awards. Our membership of the Countryside Commission's
'Countryside Stewardship' scheme coniinues to provide regular funding, with
additional help from the Greater York Countryside Project.
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